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Although one standard amino-acid ‘alphabet’ is used by most organisms on Earth, the evolutionary
cause(s) and significance of this alphabet remain elusive. Fresh insights into the origin of the alphabet are
now emerging from disciplines as diverse as astrobiology, biochemical engineering and bioinformatics.
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Given the phenotypic diversity that has evolved, the revelation in the 20th century of a highly conserved biochemical

In one direction, as astrobiology turns skywards to search
for extraterrestrial life [12], it behoves us to ask what exactly
we are looking for. Should we anticipate a more or less universal biochemistry? Pace [13] and Benner et al. [14] have
each considered this question, only to reach opposite conclusions. Without a quantitative framework for these analyses,
it is hard to evaluate who has the stronger argument. At
worst, the current absence of such a framework seems to
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Why ask why?

But behind the biochemical canon lie the deeper questions of
why life is built this way, including the question of why proteins are constructed using a standard alphabet of exactly
these 20 amino acids. Although recent publications have considered similar questions for nucleic acids [6], nucleotides [7]
and even ribose [8], the cause(s) of the amino-acid alphabet
have not been fully and directly addressed in more than two
decades [9]. Indeed, most authors have considered the
amino-acid alphabet as a mere sub-component of a multifaceted phenomenon - the genetic code [10,11]. But understanding whether the amino-acid alphabet reflects some
independent logic of its own would provide valuable input
on two very different research fronts.

refereed research

Extensive scientific research has explored both the order by
which amino acids entered the primordial genetic code and
the ways in which variations of the alphabet affect the structure and function of proteins. But knowing the history of the
alphabet’s formation and appreciating the high tolerance of
protein structures for alternative constituents merely highlights the deeper question of the alphabet’s cause. New
research, from synthetic biology [1,2], genomic analysis [3]
and computational biochemistry [4,5], is shedding new light
on the question. Greater understanding in this area would
potentially help scientific adventures as diverse as the search
for extraterrestrial life and the drive to improve standard
bioinformatic procedures such as homology detection and
protein-structure prediction.

framework beneath that diversity was remarkable. This
uniformity - which goes from the structure of DNA, via the
‘central dogma’ of molecular biology that ‘genes make RNA
make proteins’, to the codon assignments of the standard
genetic code - spurred the scientific revolution that has
carried us into the post-genomic era.

deposited research

At the root of biology there are a handful of biochemical
standards, the ubiquity of which tempts us to take them for
granted. One is the standard ‘alphabet’ of 20 encoded amino
acids, shared by organisms that diverged as early as
Escherichia coli and human beings. But numerous lines of
evidence, from abiotic chemistry to protein engineering,
combine to indicate that this alphabet could potentially have
consisted of fewer, more, or just plain different amino acids.
So why have these 20 become the standard alphabet?
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encourage the specter of pseudo-scientific claims of a
mysterious ‘external force’ directing the natural world that
continues to haunt American popular culture [15].
With feet firmly back on Earth, a deeper understanding of
amino-acid biochemistry is also of major importance to the
emerging field of bioinformatics. In particular, protein
sequence alignment (which underpins homology searching,
phylogenetic reconstruction and even protein-structure prediction) is built up essentially from a quantitative model of
amino-acid similarity. Increasingly, researchers are seeking
further improvements here by replacing generalized, global
models of observed amino-acid substitution patterns
(models, such as PAM [16] and BLOSUM [17], that apply to
all proteins in all organisms) with specialized models, such
as those used for particular protein families [18,19] or for
genomes that have evolved under unusual mutation biases
or selection regimes [20-22]. Discovering in detail how the
amino-acid alphabet evolved (developing its ‘quantitative
etiology’) could make it possible to unify such models into a
common theoretical framework derived from biophysical
considerations.
In fact, these two seemingly very different research frontiers,
exobiology and bioinformatics, meet at several unexpected
junctures. For example, some researchers interpret recent
insights into the variation and distribution of protein folds as
clues that the particular protein families that we find populating our biosphere were as inevitable to evolution as inorganic
crystal structures are to physics [23]. This fascinating idea is
of equal relevance to drug design and protein-structure prediction as it is to exobiology. Its proponents have so far,
however, failed to consider the role of the amino-acid alphabet from which protein folds are constructed. If the standard
alphabet were different, what would the impact be on
protein evolution? Analysis of protein-space fold suggests
that the answer is not trivial [3-5]. Encouragingly, emerging
technologies such as chemoinformatics are opening up new
approaches to the exploration of amino-acid etiology, more
cheaply and rapidly than anything that has been done
before. The time is ripe to reassess what we know and thus to
highlight directions for future investigation.

Could alternative alphabets have been encoded?
In seeking a justification for the 20 amino acids we have, we
imply that other alphabets were possible. Is this really the
case? Early explanations for the size and content of the standard alphabet worked from the very premise that what we
see today was somehow an inevitable outcome (see [24] for a
review). But as scientific progress undermined these flawed
ideas, only one argument against alternative alphabets
retained its plausibility. This was the general evolutionary
observation that as organisms evolve an increasing complexity, emerging characters can easily become ‘locked in’ by
subsequent evolutionary innovations that are adaptive only
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in relation to these early characters. Perhaps, then, the first
amino acids to enter the code, for whatever reason, were
frozen into evolutionary history by a proteome (and hence
metabolism) built from them?
Until recently, it did indeed appear that the potential for
proteomic disruption was preventing any natural turnover of
the standard amino-acid alphabet. Even the discovery of a
widely distributed, 21st ‘encoded’ amino acid - selenocysteine (Sec) - appeared to support this view, once it was realized that significant extra molecular machinery is required
for selenocysteine translation. Specifically, there is no
explicit selenocysteine aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase that
charges an appropriate tRNA; rather, serine aminoacyltRNA synthetase charges tRNASec with (canonical) serine
[25]. Enzymes then modify the serine into selenocysteine in
situ while it is attached to the tRNA. Furthermore, a cisencoded mRNA secondary structure downstream of the relevant codon is required to pause translation long enough for
special elongation factors to supervise the incorporation of
selenocysteine (reviewed in [26]). All in all, one might view
this as prime facie evidence that that the standard aminoacid alphabet is hard to change.
Biochemical engineering has, however, steadily built up a
contrasting picture of flexibility that suggests that a rethink
is in order. To start with, something close to 100 nonstandard amino acids have been successfully incorporated
into various ‘natural’ protein structures [27,28]. The biochemistry of protein folds does not therefore tightly restrict
the contents of the alphabet - although it remains to be seen
whether different alphabets could enable fundamentally different folds. Nor is the alphabet directly and obviously
limited by constraints of the translational machinery, as
several studies have introduced ‘unnatural’ amino acids into
the genetic code [1,2] through rational modification of
appropriate tRNAs and the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase molecules that charge them (see [29] and references therein).
Most directly of all, the discovery of a 22nd encoded amino
acid, pyrrolysine, shows that the alphabet can grow and
change naturally, not just in the laboratory. Like the 20 standard amino acids, pyrrolysine has its own aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase and its translation requires no unusual cis or trans
elements (see [29] for an overview). Viewed in this light, the
special decoding arrangements for selenocysteine, including
its in situ modification from seryl-tRNA into selenocysteinyltRNA, can be interpreted as exactly the sort of evolutionary
intermediate that might be expected to arise during alphabet
expansion under natural selection, as a way of minimizing disruption to preexisting coded protein products. Indeed, the
knowledge that in situ tRNA modification is exactly how two
of the standard amino acids (glutamine and asparagine) are
coded in many microorganisms adds credibility to this interpretation (see [30] and references therein) and sits well with
theories for the origin of the standard alphabet.
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Where did the standard alphabet come from?

To date, only one publication from 1981 has offered detailed,
case-by-case, feature-by-feature justifications for the members
of the standard amino-acid alphabet [9], “… on the basis of
the availability in the primitive ocean, function in proteins,
the stability of the amino acid and its peptides, stability to
racemization, and stability on the transfer RNA”. The specific explanations given for individual members of the standard alphabet in this work [10] were all strictly qualitative,
however, and they are hard to assess, beyond being plausible. At best, then, we have some good ideas for the themes
involved in amino-acid alphabet selection. At worst, we
have untestable explanations that critics could dismiss as
‘adaptive storytelling’. One pointed example is that the dismissal of β-amino acids on the grounds that they could not
support stable secondary structures [9], turns out to be
incorrect [40].
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Of course, many other adaptive criteria can easily be formulated; the question is how we can render such speculations
as testable science. In principle, statistical analysis would
allow us to test whether the standard amino-acid alphabet
forms a non-random collection against the background of
plausible alternatives, provided we have reliable, quantitative
metrics of important biophysical properties (for example,
size, charge and hydrophobicity) for all the relevant molecules. A wealth of such data already exists for the 20 standard
amino acids: indeed, the AAIndex database [46,47] has collated many of these into a free online resource. These data do
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Contrasting with these specific arguments, others have certainly suggested general, adaptive criteria, although often
only as brief comments within work of a different primary
focus. Among the most common is that the amino-acid
alphabet was somehow selected for its biochemical diversity:
for example, Szathmary [41] suggests that “proteins provided a greater catalytic versatility than nucleic acids (20
versus 4 building blocks)”. But simulations of protein evolution consistently indicate a high degree of functional redundancy in the standard alphabet (see, for example, [42,43]),
suggesting that diversity alone is not a good explanation.
Also, at an intuitive level, the presence of the very similar
amino acids valine, leucine and isoleucine suggests that biochemical diversity is hardly maximized in the standard
alphabet. Another possible explanatory factor derives from
the observation that bulky amino acids, such as phenylalanine and tyrosine, are used much less within ‘natural’ proteins than simple and small alternatives [44,45]. Perhaps
entry into the standard alphabet was restricted to the smallest and cheapest amino acids that could form a functional
protein library following simple, economic principles?

deposited research

At a deeper level, it is not entirely clear why early evolutionary expansion of the alphabet should have occurred at all.
Experimental and theoretical analyses of amino-acid alphabet size (see [38,39], respectively, and references therein)
suggest that a much smaller amino-acid alphabet might be
sufficient to produce most of the fold structures that have
been observed. Such hypothetical alphabets are much more
plausible starting points, given the amino acids that are
thought to have been generated by prebiotic chemistry. So

Evolutionary causes for the size and contents of
the alphabet

reports

But even a ‘consensus order’ [35] derived from many different precise models of alphabet expansion cannot explain
the current situation fully, because all organisms biosynthetically derive amino acids that are definitely not incorporated into the genetic code. Of these, ornithine, citrulline
and homoserine are three of the most ubiquitous, although
for many lineages the total number is undoubtedly in the
hundreds, if not the thousands [36]. Moreover, posttranslational modification introduces many further amino
acids into proteins without them ever being ‘coded’ in any
meaningful sense [37]. Of course the term ‘amino acid’
describes the infinite series of molecular structures that
contain both an amino and a carboxyl (acid) group, many of
which could plausibly be biosynthesized by the right protein
machinery. And let us not forget that within the standard
alphabet, proline does not meet even these minimal requirements because it is an amino acid in which a cyclic side chain
binds back to the ‘backbone’ nitrogen, generating a C=NH
group where the amino acids have the NH2 group.

we need to ask again, why have these 20 amino acids been
used in the code?

reviews

The latter observation has received the most attention to
date, stimulating theories that at least some of the 20 standard amino acids originated as biosynthetic modifications of
the others (Figure 1). In particular, Wong [34] extensively
developed the idea that the order in which amino acids were
added to the alphabet can be seen from the metabolic pathways by which amino acids are biosynthesized in presentday organisms.
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The biggest single clue to understanding the origin of the
standard amino-acid alphabet comes from our understanding of the prebiotic chemistry of Earth (see, for example
[31]) and space (see, for example [32]), which suggests that
amino acids were likely to have been obvious commodities
that primordial life has exploited. The standard amino-acid
alphabet is no mere passive reflection of chemistry, however:
any correlation between an amino acid’s likely prebiotic
abundance and its presence within the standard alphabet is
weak [9]. Moreover, even the most optimistic assessment
admits that lysine, arginine and histidine have never been
observed in simulation experiments or in meteorites [33]. In
other words, it is clear that not all prebiotically synthesized
amino acids ended up in the standard alphabet, and equally
clear that not all members of the standard alphabet were
prebiotically synthesized (Figure 1).
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Figure 1
A Venn diagram showing different categories of amino acids: abiotic, approximately 80 amino acids which were probably produced by abiotic synthesis
before life evolved (see, for example, [53]); biosynthetic, approximately 900 amino acids which are produced by natural biosynthetic pathways [54,55];
and engineered, at least 118 amino acids which have been experimentally engineered and placed into proteins by biomedical research projects [56]. The
group of coded amino acids includes the standard amino-acid alphabet of 20 coded amino acids and the coded and biosynthetic amino acids
selenocysteine [26] and pyrrolysine [29], as well as at least 30 engineered amino acids which have been cotranslationally incorporated into proteins [28].
One example is shown for each region of the Venn diagram. At least some of the 20 coded amino acids are thought to have originated as biosynthetic
modifications of the others. The diagram shows that the 20 coded amino acids of the standard amino-acid alphabet are a small subset of what was
chemically and/or biologically possible.

not, however, extend to non-standard amino acids, for the
simple reason that synthesis of a molecule and analysis of its
biophysical properties is a slow and expensive endeavor,
even for a small molecule. For the hundreds of biosynthetically available alternatives, let alone the thousands that are
biochemically plausible, such constraints are prohibitive.

New technologies to address old questions
It is in the analysis of the properties of hundreds of compounds that emerging technologies seem set to open new
research possibilities. Specifically, the explosive growth in
computational power and sophistication that biologists
encounter through bioinformatics extends into chemical
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Thus, the computational infrastructure of 21st-century biochemistry puts us within reach of asking what, if any, properties of the standard amino-acid alphabet distinguish its
contents from the vast array of prebiotically and biosynthetically plausible alternatives - and for only a modest investment of time and money. It is possible that this cornerstone
of biochemistry will defy all attempts at logical explanation,
leaving us to conclude that the emergence of the standard
amino-acid alphabet was an entirely arbitrary outcome. It
would certainly match one school of evolutionary thinking
[52] if it was discovered that the whole of life is in fact built
upon meaningless accidents of chemistry and history.
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realms (‘chemoinformatics’), particularly in the form of
algorithms to predict the shape and properties of userdefined molecules (see, for example, [48]). Although accurate predictions remain elusive for macromolecules such as
proteins [49], there have been steady improvements in the
prediction of structure (see, for example, [50]) and biophysical properties (see, for example, [51]) of smaller molecules.
This, then, offers a relatively quick and low-cost approach
to exploring the chemically possible amino acids. Theoretical predictions must be developed with caution, under the
guidance of empirical data; this challenge is easily met
when considering amino acids, however, because the experimentally derived metrics of the 20 standard amino acids
offer a natural ‘control group’ for testing the accuracy of
computational predictions.
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